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Dated: 10111/2010

No. P-12111/11138/2010-Rev-II
To
All Rds/Director Vc/lt. Dir I/e
ESI Corporation
Regional Office/SROID.O

Sub: Publicizing the Amnesty Scheme 2010 - A user-friendly measure.
Sir,
Kindly refer to this office letter no P-ll/I413212009-Rev-II
216/2010 on publicizing the Amnesty Scheme 2010.

dated 213/2010 and

In this regard, it is found that there is a lukewarm response for availing the
Amnesty Scheme 2010 for withdrawal of court cases. All RDs are requested to publicize
more precisely by apprising the Advocates of the Court and concerned Patty in regard to
this ongoing Scheme for which following action may be taken:
1. To Convene a meeting ~(SSOs (legal) and advocates looking after prosecution
cases emphasizing upon them to inform concerned employers about the Amnesty
Scheme on the dates of Hearing. The performance of advocates shall be judged

on the basis of their. effectiveness in withdrawing the court cases under the
Amnesty S~eme for their continuance on panel of ESIC. For that purpose, an
Appreciation Letter may also be issued to the Advocates in pertinent cases.
2. (i)
Arranging a meeting with District Judge/Chief Metropolitan MagistratelEl
Court Judges with a request to issue necessary instruction to all the
JudgeslMagistrates
conducting trials under ESI Act to. advise the
•
accused/respondent/applicant to avait.the benefits under Amnesty Scheme
on the date of Hearing.
(ii)
Consider the possibility of Holding of "Lok Adalat" for settlement of
ESI cases
3. Convene a meeting of Employer's Association! Chambers of Commerce and
Industry to apprise them of the Amnesty Scheme.
4. One to one communication both oral and written to the employer, against whom
the court case is pending, informing them about the Amnesty Scheme and
advising the employer to settle the case under Amnesty Scheme
5. Issue suitable advertisements in vernacular language and copy of the same be
given to the Employers' Association for publishing in their Magazines

6. Performance of· the Region in the Amnesty Scheme will be one of the
parameter for Annual Performance Appraisal of the concerned official.
You are advised to take all the above measures at your level to ensure that all the
prosecution cases are settled under Amnesty Scheme.
You are also requested to give case-wise details of each case which is not settled
under Amnesty Scheme.
This issues with the approval of the Insurance Commissioner
-.~ours
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